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Abstract
The thesis describes the structural and electronic properties of the ZnO
nanosheet doped with B, C, N, Al, Si and P has been investigated by
performing density functional theory calculations. The aim of this study
is to identify the effects of substituting from one to six atoms of oxygen
with different impurities in super cell of the ZnO nanosheet composed of
84 host atoms by taking into account the impurities sites and its effects on
the structural and electronic properties of ZnONSs using SIESTA
program. The electronic properties can be controlled certainly a most
significant step in the development of electronic devices by doping. All
systems under consideration have been fully optimized. bond length, and
bond angle, binding energy/dopant atom, total and projected density of
state, the total energy, electronic states, energy gap, some electronic
variables (vertical ionization potential (VIP), vertical electron affinity
(VAE), electronegativity (EN) and hardness (H)) have been calculated
and compared with each other. The results show that B and P atom
substitution expands the bond length with respect to pristine ZnONSs.
Therefore, this density functional investigation shows that the high
stability of ZnO nanosheet can be achieved for both dopants depending
on the designed growth condition and type dopant. The configuration of
B and Al atoms replacing O atoms is more stable than other doped. The
HOMO and LUMO are slightly different and this suggests that according
to the number, type and position dopant in structure play significant roles
on electronic properties and improving the electron accepting ability. It
has been found that the energy gap of ZnO nanosheets decreases
gradually along with (B, C, N, Al, Si and P) ions. B2 and C2, N3 and P3,
Al4 and Si4 occupying O sites as compound have energy gaps for
I

conductor materials. These results are potentially useful for spintronic
applications. The results showed that, vertical ionization potential and
vertical electron affinity for B and Al doping and has donor level at
3.3eV. On the other hand, for the N and P doped ZnO nanosheet has
acceptor level at 4.0eV. The electronegativity increased for N and P
doped and hardness decreased for B, C and Al doped that is shown more
energetic favorable.
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1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND

LETERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Crystal structure of zinc oxide (ZnO)
The crystal structure of Zinc oxide consists of three types are
wurtzite, zinc blende, and rock salt, as shown in (Figure 1.1). Among
them, wurtzite structure is the most common ZnO phase at ambient
pressure and temperature. Zincblende ZnO is stable only by growth on
cubic structures. Rocksalt structure is a high-pressure metastable phase
forming at ~10 GPa, and cannot be epitaxial stabilized[1]. The natural
crystal structure of ZnO is the hexagonal wurtzite structure. Zn and O
atoms

are

arranged

into

a

hexagonal

crystal

structure

with

interpenetrating lattices where each Zn ion is surrounded by tetrahedral
of O ions, and vice-versa[2]. The lattice parameters of the hexagonal unit
cell measured by x-ray diffraction method under ambient conditions are
a= 3.2495Å, c= 5.2069Å, the axial ratio c/a is 1.603, and the density is
5.605g/cm3 [2-4]. The tetrahedral coordination between Zn+2 and O-2 ions
is responsible for polar symmetry along the hexagonal axis. This polar
structure is the reason behind numerous properties of ZnO, including its
piezoelectricity and spontaneous polarization, and is also a vital feature
in crystal growth, etching and defect generation. The Zn-O bond also has
very strong ionic character, and consequently ZnO lies on the borderline
between being classed as a covalent and ionic compound, with an
ionicity of

=0.616 on the Phillips ionicity scale[5]. The four most

common face terminations of wurtzite ZnO are the polar Zn terminated
(0001) and O terminated (
nonpolar (

̅ ) (a-axis) and (

̅ ) faces (c-axis oriented), and the
̅ ) faces[6]. These polar faces are

known to possess slightly different Physical and chemical properties.
1

Most frequently, oppositely charged ions produce positively charged
(0001)-Zn and negatively charged(

̅ )-O polar surfaces bring about a

normal dipole moment and spontaneous polarization along the c-axis,
along with a divergence in surface energy[7]. Thus while growth of
ZnO, the structure grow in such a way that it tends to minimize the
surface energy which leads to formation of diverse nanostructures. All
the ZnO nanostructures synthesized in the present work demonstrate
hexagonal wurtzite crystal structures.

Figure 1.1:Unit cells of (a) hexagonal wurtzite, (b) zinc blend and (c) rocksalt
phase of ZnO[6].

1.2 Electronic structure of ZnO
The ZnO binding in its crystal lattice involves sp3 hybridization of
the electron states, resulting in four equivalent orbitals. In the resulting
ZnO crystal, the bonding sp3 states create the valence band, while its
antibonding states constitute the conduction band. The resulting energy
gap is 3.37 eV [8, 9], which lies in the UV spectral range. Due to its
wide band gap, pure ZnO is transparent in the visible region. Moreover,
a large band gap results in higher breakdown voltages, electronic
stability, lesser electronic noise and high power operation.
2

ZnO possesses a high exciton binding energy of ~60 meV[9]. Due
to the native defects such as oxygen vacancies and zinc interstitials, ZnO
naturally exhibits n-type semiconductor behavior. P-type doping of ZnO
is still a problem that is hindering the possibility of a ZnO p-n
homojunction devices. The electronic band structure of ZnO has been
calculated by many groups [10, 11]. The band structure has been
evaluated

using

incorporating

the

atomic

local

density

approximation

''self-interaction-corrected

(LDA)

and

pseudo-potentials''

(SIC-PP) to accurately account for the Zn 3d electrons, as shown in
Figure 1.2 [12].

Figure 1.2:The LDA bond structure of bulk wurtzite ZnO calculated by using
(a) a standard pseudopotential, and (b) SIC-PP[12].

Both the valence band maxima and the lowest conduction band minima
occur at the Г point k=0 indicating direct band gap nature of ZnO. The
bottom 10 bands (occurring around -9 eV) are related to Zn 3d levels.
Whereas, there are no bands in the bottom of the left panel of Figure(1.2)
which is evaluated from conventional LDA method that does not account
for the effect of Zn 3d levels. The next 6 bands from -5 eV to 0 eV
correspond to O 2p bonding states[12, 13].
3

In SIC-PP incorporated LDA approximation, the bands are shifted
down in energy noticeably and the band gap opening is clearly visible, as
''modified LDA'' method is 3.37 eV, which is in much better agreement
with the experimentally evaluated value of 3.37 eV[12].

1.3 Physical properties of zinc oxide
Table 1.1 shows some of the basic physical parameters for wurtzite ZnO.
However,

investigation

of

the

properties

of

individual

ZnO

nanostructures is essential for developing their nanoscale devices.
Table 1.1: Some basic physical parameters for ZnO[1, 5, 13].

Crystal structure (stable phase at 300 K)

Wurtzite (Hexagonal)

Energy gap

3.37eV. Direct

Lattice constants (T=300K)

a=3.2469Å, c=5.2069Å

Exciton Binding Energy

60meV

Electron effective mass

0.24

Refractive index

2.004

Electron mobility (at 300K)

200cm2/V.sec.

Density

5.67g/cm3

Relative dielectric constant

8.66

Melting point

2248K

Hole mobility (at 300K)

5-50 cm2/V.sec.

Intrinsic carrier concentration

<106 /cm-3

Ionicity

62%

Hole effective mass

0.59

4

1.4 Doping of zinc oxide
Doping means the introduction of impurities intentionally in a pure
semiconductor. Chemical doping is the most widely used and most
useful technique in terms of band gap engineering. It can be done in two
ways: (i) by introducing foreign atoms or molecules on the surface of
graphene which is called adsorption (ii) by replacing the Zn or O atoms
of ZnO lattice by other atoms which is referred to as substitution and is
most popular method to introduce a band gap in ZnO nanosheet without
altering its structural properties drastically. Substitution doping is the
primary method used in doping conventional semiconductors[14]. The
main focus of ZnO is still on its optical and electrical properties. The
dopant elements are introduced according to their effects on electrical
properties in the following sections. Undoped ZnO shows intrinsic ntype conductivity, ZnO doped with group-III B, Al, Ga and In
elements[15, 16]show n-type conductivity while Group V elements, N,
P, As and Sb, are important for the realization of p-type ZnO. Al-doped
ZnO nanostructure by substituting for Zn sites in the ZnO lattice, it turns
out that a dopant working to increase conductivity of the material and get
highly conductive transparent oxide[17]. Theoretically, B doped ZnO
investigate the influence of intrinsic defects on the formation energy,
crystal structure, electronic structure, and optical properties of BZO. Our
results revealed that the formation energy of VZn is lowest under O-rich
conditions and the formation energy of VO is lowest under O-poor
conditions. VZn defects in BZO may decrease carrier concentration as
well as mobility, which increases transmittance in the visible light region
but decreases transmittance in the UV region. VO or Zni defects in BZO
lead to the appearance of n-type conductive characteristics, increasing
the optical band gap, and decreasing transmittance in the visible light
5

and UV regions. In addition, Zni defects increase the effective mass,
which may consequently decrease the mobility and conductivity of
BZO[18]. ZnO monolayer doped with Al, Ga and In observed that the
band gap increases using higher than 12.5 wt% Al and Ga doping
concentrations compared to the pristine ZnO monolayer. The absorption
edge has a clear blue-shift to a shorter wavelength region with increasing
doping concentrations after Al, Ga and In doping. When ZnO monolayer
is doped with Al, Ga and In concentrations less than 12.5 wt% the
average transmittance found reaches up 99% in the visible and UV
regions. For the 18.75 wt% In doping concentration the average
transmittance is around 99% in the visible and UV regions and above
95% in the IR region. As for the electrical conductivity a higher of the In
doped ZnO monolayer in comparison with the ZnO monolayer doped
with Al or Ga at 6.25 wt %[19, 20].When N doped ZnO nanosheets, it
was observed that there is an automatic spontaneous polarization of N 2p
state with a magnetic moment 1.0 μB/N, this electromagnetic coupling
can be attributed to a strong p-d interaction between nitrogen and zinc
atoms[21].The doped As tends to go on the Zn site found that a complex,
AsZn-2VZn, has a rather low formation energy to act as the acceptors in
ZnO[22]. By using density functional theory (DFT), C, N, F and P atom
doped of ZnO sheets. P atom substitution expands the bond length with
respect to ZnO sheets and it is exothermic whereas C, N, and F atom
doping is endothermic[23]. The binding energies of BZn and PO codoped
ZnO are more stable whereas the energy levels of some impurity appear
above the valence band maximum, and that a pronounced absorption in
low energy range[24].In addition, after doped ZnO nanowires with In are
evolved into nanobelts[25]. Therefore, doping has taken a great path to
change the microstructures and practical performance of ZnO.
6

1.5 Nanotechnology and nanomaterials
1.5.1 Nanotechnology and application
Nanotechnology is the creation and exploitation of nanomaterials
with structural features in between those of atoms and their bulk
materials. In order words, nanotechnology is a technology of design and
applications of nanoscale materials with their fundamentally new
properties and functions. When the dimensions of materials are in
nanoscales the properties of the materials are significantly different from
those of atoms as well as those of bulk materials. Moreover, when the
size of materials is in the nanoscale regime the large surface area to
volume ratio exhibited by nanomaterials, improves the high surface
reactivity with the surrounding surface, which makes nanomaterials
ideally suitable candidates for many types of sensor applications.
Therefore, nanomaterials has opened up possibilities for new innovative
functional

devices

and

technologies[26].

The

importance

of

nanotechnology was pointed out by Richard Feynman in his delivered
lecture at an international forum in the meeting of the American Physical
Society at California Institute of Technology (CalTech) entitled ''There is
plenty of room at the bottom''[27]. Currently, nanotechnology has been
recognized as a revolutionary field of science and technology and has
been applied in many applications, including environmental applications,
medical applications, biomedical applications, healthcare and life
sciences, agricultures, food safety, security, energy production and
conversion applications, energy storage, consumer goods, infrastructure,
building and construction sector and aerospace[28-30]. Moreover, the
new nanotechnology applications provide very fast response, low-cost,
long-life time, easy to use for unskilled users, and high efficiency of
devices and it also provides a new approach to diagnosis and treatment
7

of diseases, effective environmental monitoring and alternative ways for
substantial energy development for a better world. We can say that,
nanotechnology is applied almost in every aspect of our modern world.
In this regard, the development of new methods to synthesize
nanomaterials have paved the way in creating new opportunities for the
development of innovative nanostructures based devices. In particular,
the ability to synthesize nanostructures materials with controllable shape,
size and structure and enhance the properties of nanomaterials provides
excellent prospects for designing nanotechnology based devices.

1.5.2 Classification and synthesis of nanomaterials
Over decades, the ability to tune surface morphologies and the
structure of semiconductor materials with near atomic scale has led to
further idealization of semiconductor structures: quantum wells, wires,
and dots. These nanostructures have completely different density of
electronic states predicted by simple particle in a box type model of
quantum mechanics. According to their basic dimensions (X, Y and Z) in
space, nanostructures of nanomaterials can be classified into zerodimension (0-D), one-dimension (1-D), two-dimension (2-D) and threedimension (3-D). While 0-D nanostructures refer to quantum dots or
nanoparticles, 1-D nanostructures refer to nanowires, nanorods,
nanofibres, nanobelts, and nanotubes, 2-D nanomaterials represent for
nanosheets, nanowalls and nanoplates and 3-D nanomaterials are
nanoflowers and other complex structures such as nanotetrapods[31-34].
Due to the quantum effects dominating most of the properties of the
nanomaterials, its density of states of the nanomaterials are quite
different from those of the bulk materials. The density of states which

8

describes the electronic states versus energy in the band diagram of the
0-D, 1-D, 2-D and bulk materials are shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3:The electron density of states in bulk semiconductor and the electron
density of states in quantum well (2-D), in quantum wire (1-D), and in quantum
dot (0-D) nanomaterials (adopted from [31]).

Nanotechnology fields have extensive research focused on gaining
control of particle size, shape and composition in different ways.
However, syntheses of nanoscale materials are generally grouped into
mainly two approaches: bottom-up and top-down approaches. The
bottom up method is a method that builds nanomaterials from atomic or
molecular precursors while top-down technique is a method that tearing
down larger building blocks into finer pieces tills their constitution up to
nanoscale level. The schematic diagram of these two approaches is
presented in Figure 1. 4.

9

Figure 1. 4: Top-down and bottom-up approaches (adopted from [14]).

1.5.3 Two dimension nanosheet
Recently, in both experimental and theoretical areas had been
explored different nanostructures such as nanosheets, nanowires and
nanobelts due to their unique properties and novel applications[35, 36].
Among these nanostructures, two-dimensional systems show peculiar
properties which are different from their bulk phases[37, 38].
A two-dimension material is defined as a material in which the
bond strength and the atomic configuration along two dimensions and
much stronger than along a third dimension[39]. by Sasaki et al. was first
used name ''nanosheets'' on the two dimension to reflect the specific
features of titanium oxide layers with a lateral size in the micrometer, a
thickness of around ~1 nm and an extremely high 2D anisotropy[40].
Nanosheets in the ideal case consist of single monolayers, but they are
often demonstrated as incompletely exfoliated flakes comprising a small
number (<10) of stacked monolayers [41]. So, the planar ZnO monolayer
can form a hexagonal honeycomb structure in which Zn and O atoms are
arranged in planar 3-fold coordination. In addition to this will be for ZnO
10

monolayer more important advantages over graphene because of the
large energy gap [42]. A number of groups have reported the synthesis of
high-quality two-monolayer-thick ZnO (0001) nanosheet on Ag(111)
substrate by pulsed laser deposition, had been experimentally achieved
which provided a direct evidence for the presence of planar ZnO
sheets[43]. Moreover, graphene structures of ZnO had been obtained
which prepared on Pd(

)substrate[44]. In the bulk, hybridization is

sp3 while it is changed to sp2 in the ZnO nanosheet structures, causing
the valence and conduction bands to be near. Therefore, ZnO nanosheet
can exhibit very different electronic properties, as compared with the
bulks. Owing to the quantum confinement effect, chemically active
exposed surface, high surface area, and confined thickness. It is expected
that ZnO nanosheet attractive in a variety of applications from
nanostructured electronic or photonic devices.

1.5.4 Application of ZnO nanosheet
Zinc oxide (ZnO) clearly distinguishes itself from other II-VI
semiconductors. The rather unique characteristics, such as wide energy
gap (∼3.37eV), large exciton binding energy (60 meV), and
extraordinary piezoelectric and optical properties[6], endow ZnO a wide
range of technological applications in UV-light emitting diodes[45],
solar cells[46], photocatalysts[47], etc. At the nanoscale, ZnO brings us
more sweet surprises[48-50]. The versatile chemical bonding of ZnO
leads to probably the richest family of nanostructures among all
materials[5]; nanowires[51], nanotubes, nanobelts[52], nanorods[53],
nanobridges/ nanonails[54], nanofilms[55] (14), and nanorings[56] have
been successfully synthesized through a variety of experimental
techniques. These low-dimensional structures have demonstrated
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extraordinary electrical and optical performances compared with the
bulk crystalline ZnO, and are promising candidates for many novel
applications in transparent electronics, gas sensors, transducers, solar
cells, and biomedical devices. This material is electrically very sensitive
and exist n-type electrical conductivity hence used in vacuum fluorescent
display and field emission display. By doping ZnO with suitable dopant,
we can achieve p-type conductivity of the material. ZnO has large nonlinear optical coefficient hence it is used in nonlinear optical devices.
Highly sensitive and tunable electric conductivity make it suitable for
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) application.

1.6 Literature review
C.W. Zhang, et al., in 2012[57] the electronic structure and magnetic
properties have been investigated via first-principles calculations of the
fully-hydrogenated ZnO nanosheet (ZnONSs) doped with B, C, N and F
atoms using VASP package for the plane-wave basis set. When the
dopant is replaced by O atoms, where they exhibited, that nonmagnetic
states appears in case of n-type doping while p-type doping ZnONSs was
exhibiting magnetic behaviors. The appearance doping of fullyhydrogenated ZnONSs related to Ferro-magnetism. As expected efficient
route toward long-range ferromagnetism in 2D nanostructures.
F. Li, et al., in 2013[58]investigated the magnetic and optical properties
of Cu-doped ZnO nanosheet by first-principles calculations based on
DFT at the GGA+U level. Using the plane-wave pseudopotential method
implemented VASP package, when two Zn atoms are substituted by two
Cu dopants, they tend to form a cluster and ferromagnetic (FM) ordering
becomes

energetically

more

favorable.

With

increasing

Cu
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concentrations, both the imaginary part of dielectric function and the
absorption spectrum exhibit a red-shift behavior.
X.Y. Feng, et al., in 2013[20]analyzed the changes in electronic and
magnetic properties by doping of IIIA group (Al, Ga and In) atom to
ZnONSs using the first-principles full-potential linearized augmented
plane wave (FLAPW) method based on Density Functional Theory
(DFT) with Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) as exchangecorrelation in the WIEN2K package to calculated the formation energy,
band gap, and magnetic for the configurations with IIIA ions replacing
Zn atoms, that they are exhibited Al-ZnONSs is more stable than other
doped, as well as band gap of ZnONSs increases gradually along with
Al, Ga and In ions occupying Zn sites and O sites. The system shows
half-metallic characteristics for Al, In-doped ZnONSs. Ga-doped
ZnONSs shows metallic character with strong spin polarization.
J. Ren, et al., in 2013[59]investigated stable geometries, electronic
structures and magnetic properties of the ZnONSs doped with 3d
transition-metal )TM) (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu) atoms
substituting the cation Zn have been investigated using first-principles
pseudopotential plane wave method within DFT.
The results showed that the doping of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu atoms
can induce magnetization, while no magnetism is observed when Sc, Ti
and V atoms are doped into the ZnONSs. The formation energies
calculated indicate that the doping is suitable, and the optimized
structures show that TM atom substituting a Zn leads to a structural
distortion around the TM impurity compared to the pure ZnONSs.
G. Qin, et al., in 2014[60] first-principles calculations based on DFT as
implemented VASP package and the GGA are used with the projectoraugmented plane wave potentials (PAW) studied the electronic and
magnetic properties of ZnONSs with intrinsic defects. The results
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showed that, the oxygen vacancy (VO) of ZnONSs did not exhibit
magnetism, while the ZnONSs with a single VZn was exhibiting the
magnetic ground state that mainly originates from the unpaired O 2p
electrons. Using the GGA and GGA+U calculated the spin-polarized of
the perfect ZnONSs indicate is a kind of non-magnetic semiconductor
and found band gap are 1.56 eV (GGA) and 2.4 eV (GGA + U).
Y.H. Zhang, et al., in 2014[61] studies the electronic and magnetic
properties of g-ZnO upon chemical doping (with B, N and C) and CO
adsorption by using first-principles calculations implemented in
the(VASP)package. The g-ZnO with oxygen atom substituted by a C or
N atom (one atom per supercell) are ferromagnetic (FM) half metal
(HM), while that substituted by a B atom is an FM semiconductor.
Furthermore, CO adsorption converts the N and C-doped g-ZnO to ntype semiconductor with nonmagnetic (NM) ground states, while Bdoped g-ZnO becomes a ferromagnetic half metal (FM-HM).
H. Kökten and Ş. Erkoç, in 2015[23] studied the structural and
electronic properties of doped ZnONSs by performing fully optimized
first principles DFT calculations in the CRYSTAL03 package program.
The substitution atom C, N, F and P atoms have been replaced on the O
site in the neutral charge state and it repeated for different cell sizes. P
atom substitution expanded the bond length with respect to pristine
ZnONSs and C atom substitution yields relatively larger charge transfer
from C to the lattice. The formation energies of C-doped are more stable
of other dopant.
S. Datta, et al., in 2015[62] using DFT within pseudopotential plane
wave method, as implemented in the VASP package performed
electronic

structure

calculations

to

investigate

the

effects

of

morphological changes of the Bi-doped ZnO nanostructures with the
impurity dopant atoms of the 3d late transition metals (Mn, Fe, Co, Ni
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and Cu) on the magnetic properties and band gap variations of three
different structures a 2D nanosheet, a 1D nanotube, and a finite cageshaped nanocluster of the ZnO. The result showed, the pristine systems
are nonmagnetic and the magnetic couplings in the most stable structures
are mostly anti-ferromagnetic in case of doping in the sheet as well as
cage morphologies, while the optimal ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings are almost degenerate for the Bi-doping in the
tube morphology. Band gap shows overall a decreasing trend while
moving along sheet → tube → cage structures.
D. Ma, et al., in 2015 [63] using first-principle investigated the
electronic structure, structure stability, and catalytic of the Al-g-ZnO
monolayer sheet. The substituted a Zn atom with an Al atom was highly
exothermic and Al atoms can barrierlessly push out of Zn atoms and
enter into the Zn sites. The Al-g-ZnO monolayer were promising
materials for CO oxidation sensing at low temperature and also tune the
electronic structure and chemical activity of the inert g-ZnO monolayer
through sensing.
C. Tan, et al., in 2016 [64] by first-principles density functional theory
based on the local density approximation plus Hubbard (LDA+U)
approach, using CASTEP code investigated structure, electronic and
optical properties of Cd-doped ZnO monolayer. Implying a stable
substitution of Cd, the formation energy of the doped system is negative.
The band gap of Cd-doped ZnONSs decrease with increasing Cd
concentration which is attributed to the less ionic of the Cd-O bond. Cd
doping ZnONSs produced a red shift of the absorption peaks, enhancing
the visible light absorption.
D. Sun, et al., in 2017[19] using the first-principles calculation in
combination with the Boltzmann transport theory investigated the
electronic, optical, and electrical properties of ZnONSs doped with Al,
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Ga and In. The calculations were performed with the CASTEP code 8.0,
when one to three Zn atoms are replaced by Al, Ga and In atoms. Using
high concentrations for Al and Ga doping the band gap increases
compared to the pristine ZnONSs. When ZnONSs is doped with Al, the
average transmittance reaches up 99% in the visible and UV regions. In
addition, a higher electrical conductivity of the In doped ZnONSs in
comparison with the ZnONSs doped with Al or Ga.
C. Supatutkul, et al., in 2017[65] the electrical and optical properties of
these doping effects on ZnONSs were studied using Heyd-ScuseriaErnzerhof (HSE) hybrid functional. The dopant ions were substituted on
Zn sites in ZnONSs. The results showed that, for the p-type doping the
Li-doped ZnONSs has the highest stability and the acceptor level exists
under O-rich condition. While under O-poor condition, for the n-type
doping, the Sn-doped ZnONSs is the highest stability and has the donor
level occurs. Li-Ni co-doping ZnONSs did not stabilized.
S. A. Khan, et al., in 2017[66] using the first principle full-potential
linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method, as implemented in
WIEN2 K code, based on GGA for the exchange–correlation potential
within the DFT were investigated the electronic structure and optical
properties of Cd-doped ZnONSs. When replace one Zn atom in supercell
by Cd exhibited a direct band gap of 1.5 eV compared to 1.7 eV of the
pure ZnONSs. Due to effect of Cd doping and different contributions
electronic transitions that occurred within ZnONS the absorption
spectrum was found to be limited in energy region.
Z. Luan, et al., in 2017[67] by first principles density functional theory
had been studied the effect of Be doping on the electronic structure and
optical properties. Be doping increasing of band gap of ZnO monolayer
compared with pristine ZnO monolayer. The negative formation energy
of Be doping ZnO monolayer proposed. Imaginary parts of dielectric
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function of Be doped ZnO monolayer stir toward bigger energy and the
blue-shift of optical absorption edge was observed.

1.7 Aim of the Present Work
The aim of the present work is to investigate the structural and
electronical properties of pure ZnO nanosheet. Doping is found to be an
effective method to realize band gap engineering in ZnO. ZnO can be
doped by many elements to meet the demands of different application.
This work focuses on studying the effect of (B, C, N, Al, Si and P)
substitutional doping in ZnO nanosheet on the structural and electronical
properties using the density functional theory together with GGA.

1.8 Broad Outline of thesis
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter one of the thesis
contains introduction to the ZnO and their properties, information about
the doped ZnO, and Literature review studies in this field of
nanotechnology.
Chapter two of the thesis contains general discussion of the
different methodologies, approximations and parameters used in
simulations in context of the method used in present work. Density
functional theory (DFT) based on ab intio have used for calculation.
DFT is described in detail along with the brief detail of the SIESTA
computational code.
Chapter three presents the results for pure and doped ZnO
nanosheet studied. The optimized geometries of pure ZnO nanosheet and
then studied their structure and electronic properties, and also by
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considering different doping locations for the same concentration of
dopants.
This Chapter consists of two groups, first group that we have
presented the results for substitutional doping of (B, C and N) doping on
structure and electronic properties of ZnO nanosheet are discussed. The
obtained results are compared with pure ZnO nanosheet and other
previous results. Second group, calculations regarding effects of
individual (Al, Si and P) substituting doping on structure and electronic
properties of ZnO nanosheet at varying concentrations are discussed.
Chapter five is a conclusion of the major findings in this study
with some suggestions for the future research works.
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2 CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL METHODS
2.1 Introduction
The density functional theory is a standout amongst the most vital
strategies in the quantum calculations of electronic structure of solids. It
has likewise a wide use in the physics of dense issue and quantum
chemistry. These theorists might manage the quantum mechanics
strategies, which supplant the Hartree-Fock method. Llewellyn Thomas
and Enrico Fermi have considered DFT as a created [68]. The genuine
model depends on the contribution of Pierre Hohenberg, Walter Kohn
and Lu Sham. This formalism is for the most part bound to model
different systems with extended precision. The Hartree-Fock method
shows a few issues calculation and requests a numerical exertion,
particularly in the instance of transition metal materials including
electronic correlations. This method constructs basically with respect to
multi-electronic wavefunctions, while the DFT depends on the electron
density, which supplanted the multi-electronic wavefunctions. This
trademark is extremely valuable for calculations and modeling of
different broad systems, including materials with rare earth elements.
The DFT lessens the N-body system to another single or bi-body in the
event that the spin problems consider. With quantum mechanics, the
clarification of the many-body problem with interacting particles was the
subject of a few inquiries about, especially with a correct depiction of the
electronic structure of solids. The researchers have built up a few
approaches for illuminating the Schrödinger equation for many-body
problems

which

display

challenges

and

have

no

systematic

arrangements. In this part will talk about the methodological instruments
that have utilized for my thesis.
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2.2 The N-body system equation
A system of interacting particles (crystalline or molecular system) is
described in non-relativistic quantum mechanics using the Schrodinger
equation. The study of this formalism with many-body contribute to
solve the Schrödinger equation which is independent of time (2.1) and
that will be detailed and simplified by various approximations.
̂

(* + { })

(* + { })(2.1)

(* + { }) : Wavefunction of N-body system (multiple particles),
* + stands for the term of the variables which describe the
electrons, { } describes the nuclei. ̂ is the Hamiltonian of the system,
and hence it can be written as[69, 70]
̂

∑
∑

∑
́

|

∑
∑

|

|

∑
(2.2)

|

The Hamiltonian operator describes a system that has multiple particles.
The kinetic energy is shown in the first two terms. It describes also the
electron-nuclei

interaction,

electron-electron

interaction

and

the

interaction energy of nuclei- nuclei. These interactions are described for
N nuclei and n electrons. The Hamiltonian is expressed in the Coulomb
interaction ̂ and total kinetic energy ̂ , thus we can write:
̂

̂

̂

(2.3)

With
̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

̂

(2.4)

The total kinetic energy corresponds to two kinetic energies, those of n
electrons with mass m and the other of N nuclei with mass M, can then
write:
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Kinetic energy of electrons ̂
Kinetic energy of nuclei ̂
The Coulomb interactions ̂

∑

(2.4a)

∑

(2.4b)

may be expressed in the following

expressions:
̂

∑

̂

∑

̂

∑

|

(2.4c)

|

(2.4d)
|

The variables

(2.4e)

|

describe the electrons,

describes the nuclei, those of

these variables

with charge of nuclei.

With the introduction of the Hamiltonian in the Schrodinger equation,
the resolution is still relatively complicated and not possible. A solid
with multiple particles (n + N), N nuclei and n electrons which are
mutually interacting and moving in an electromagnetic field presents a
problem in the solution of the system, hence the need to use different
approximations. Among these approximations that may help to solve the
equation of Schrödinger are the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
Hartree-Fock, DFT.

2.3 Born-Oppenheimer approximation
The Schrodinger equation for the multi-particle system (n + N), n
nuclei and N electrons is still relatively complex and is not possible. So,
it resorted to different approximations among these approximations the
Born-Oppenheimer

approximation[71],

Hartree-Fock,

and

DFT.

Knowing that the mass of electrons is strictly less comparable with that
of the nuclei, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation therefore supposes
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that the nuclei of system are fixed and the electrons are moving in a
potential, which is created by the fixed nuclei. The ratio between the
mass of electrons and that of the nuclei is always less than 10 −5; the
movement of electrons is therefore faster as compared to that of nuclei.
The kinetic energy of the nuclei can be considered equal to zero

,

the interaction energy of the nuclei (Coulomb energy caused by the
repulsion between the nuclei)

is a constant value that can be

also canceled[72]. Thus, this approximation presents a simplified
formalism of Schrodinger equation from the resolution of (n + N)
equation system to a system of n electrons. The electrons can be studied
adiabatically, which means that the coupled terms are neglected. This
approximation allows envisaging the decoupling of electronic and
nuclear movement, which leads to write the electronic and nuclear
variables separately.
The electronic Hamiltonian of the equation (2.2) can be written as:
̂

̂

̂

̂

(̂

)

(2.5)

Then we have
∑

∑

∑

∑
́

|

|

(2.6)

The wavefunction is given by the following expression:
({

})

( ) ({

})

(2.7)

are the position of the nuclei that we supposed to be fixed. (*

+)

is the electronic wavefunction and ( ) is the nuclear wavefunction.
Now, it remains to solve the equation Schrödinger for

, and

determine the electronic energy and the wavefunction corresponding to
this system.
(2.8)
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It is now necessary to say that with the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, the Schrödinger equation has become simplified, this
adiabatic approximation is the first step for the resolution. The new form
of Schrödinger equation (electronic equation) is still also system with
many bodies, and the new wavefunction depends on electron coordinates
in the system, those electrons are in mutual interaction which makes the
problem much more difficult to solve. Therefore, other additional
approximations are required for resolution.

2.4 Hartree-Fock approximation
The mutual interactions between electrons complicate the
resolution of equation (2.8). The electrons are considered independent in
the Hartree method[73]; each electron can move in a mean field
generated by nuclei and other electrons. This method proposed by
Hartree in 1927 allows the calculation of the wavefunctions for many
body systems (poly-electronic) and making them as mono-electronic
wavefunction products.
For each electron which corresponds to an electronic state, the total
wavefunction is thus written as the product of mono-electronic
wavefunctions:
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

(2.9)

Fock showed in 1930 that the anti-symmetry principle of the
wavefunction is not respected in the Hartree method. Certainly,
according to the Pauli Exclusion Principle, two electrons cannot exist
simultaneously in the same quantum state. Fock has replaced the
wavefunction

(( 1,

2…

) by a Slater determinant[72].
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(

)

√

|

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

|

(2.10)

( )

This method is considered as an approach which can solve the
Schrödinger equation for a quantum system with n electrons and N
nuclei.

2.5 Density functional theory
The theory of density functional (DFT) developed by Hohenberg,
W. Kohn and L. Sham[74-80], have demonstrated two fundamental
theorems on which the DFT is based. The theory allows determine the
ground state properties of a many-body system and it is a positive
function which depends on the space coordinates (x, y, and z). Density
function theory is applied bulk materials and more complex structure
such as bio-molecules and functionalized nanostructures. DFT has been
summed up to manage numerous various systems: nuclei, spin-polarized
systems, relativistic electrons, superconductors with electron pairing
mechanisms, time-dependent phenomenon[81], excited states, and
molecular dynamics etc. As the wavefunction for any particular set of
coordinates cannot be directly observed, the observable quantity is
probability which is given by

. A quantity closely related to

probability is electron density, n(r), at a particular position in space. DFT
allows the replacement of complicated N-electron wavefunction and
associated Schrödinger equation by simpler electron density ( ). The
integral of the electron density gives the total number of electrons.
∫ ( )
The relation between ( ) and the many-electron wave-function

(2.11)
is
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( ⃗)

∬

∫

(⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗⃗⃗⃗)

(⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗⃗⃗⃗) ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗⃗⃗⃗

(2.12)

The electron density which is a function of only three coordinates
contains a great amount of information that is physically observable
from the full wavefunction solution to the Schrödinger equation, which
is a function of 3N coordinates. Hence the name density functional
theory comes from the use of functionals of the electron density.

2.6 Hohenberg - Kohn and Kohn – Sham theorems
2.6.1 Hohenberg and Kohn theorem
The entire field of DFT rests on two fundamental mathematical
theorems proved by Kohn and Hohenberg, called HK theorems[74, 75].
These theorems relate the potential and the electronic density in a
quantum system.

Theorem 1: The first HK theorem states that the ground-state
energy from Schrödinger‘s equation is a unique functional of electron
, ( )-.

density i.e.

According to this theorem there exist one-to-one mapping between
the ground-state wavefunction and the ground-state electron density. It
implies that ground-state electron density uniquely determines all
properties, including the energy and wavefunction of the ground-state.
The ground-state wavefunction being a ground state property of the
system can be considered to be a functional of the ground state
density

,

- total ground state energy consisted by N interacting

electrons of an inhomogeneous system[74] is given by:
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|̂ |
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⟨
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⟩

⟩

⟨
|̂ |

⟨
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( )

|( ̂

̂

⟩

∬
|
|

|
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⟩

∫[

∑

| ̂|

⟨

⟩

]

(2.13)

|

⟩ is N-electron ground state wavefunction and is a function of

Here

each of spatial coordinates of each of N-electrons i.e.
(

⟩

)⟩ This equation isn't separable into single-particle

equations because of the interaction internal potential ̂

the kinetic

energy term ̂ derivative operator between the wave-functions prevents
rewriting the integrand on the form

as needed to turn the kinetic

energy term into an expression of the electron density[70]. In the term of
the internal potential energy ̂

the particle positions in the denominator

preclude a direct term by term integration.
̂

∫∑

∬

∑

( )

∫ ( ) ( )

∫ ( ) ( )

(2.14)

From the equation (2.14), external potential energy ̂ can write as an
, - of the electron density. This and other

explicit functional

functionals with the electron density n(r) as arguments are called density
functionals. The other terms in the electronic energy (equation (2.14))
are not in explicit density functional form, but can at least be written as
functionals of the many-electron wavefunction
,

-

,

-

, -

,

-

:

, -

(2.15)

The next step is to check the possibility to also rewrite the total internal
electronic energy ,

- as a density functional , -.

The existence of the total energy functional

, - and an internal

electronic energy functional , - directly follows as
, -

⟨

, -

, -⟩

, -

[

, -]

(2.16)
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Above, theorem is used to solve the Schrodinger equation by finding a
function of three spatial variables, the electron density, rather than a
function of 3N variables. Thus, first HK theorem shows that a functional
of electron density can be used to solve the Schrödinger equation, but it
does not give any information about the nature of functional.
Theorem 2: The second theorem defines an important property of
functional. According to the second HK theorem ‗the electron density
that minimizes the energy of overall functional is the true electron
density corresponding to full solution of the Schrödinger equation‘[82].
For a trial density ̃( ), such that ̃( )

, and ∫ ̃( )

,

, ̃where

, ̃- is the energy functional[75]. This means if some density

represents the correct number of electrons N, then the total energy
calculated from this density cannot be lower than the true energy of the
ground state. The variational principle is used to find ground state
density. Thus instead of solving true many body equation (2.12) as the
need to find the minimum of functional:
⟨ |̂ | ⟩

( , -

, -)

(2.17)

2.6.2 Kohn-Sham equation
The idea of the Kohn-Sham equations[76] is to achieve the exact
ground state density

( )by replacing the real system with another

auxiliary system that can be solved more easily. The Kohn-Sham
equation is the Schrödinger equation of a many-electron interacting
system mapped into a fictitious non-interacting system. Instead, all the
many-body terms are put into a local effective potential, called the
―Kohn-Sham potential‖

( ).
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The ansatz of the Kohn-Sham method is that the ground state
density in a factious non-interacting system is the same ground state
density as would be in the real many-electron interacting system. The
Kohn-Sham formulations are therefore an exact method (based on the
, ( )- has to be exact), and the method is the most

fact that

common implementation of the DFT today[83, 84]. As mentioned above,
the Kohn-Sham idea is based on electrons in a non-interacting system
and therefore it is convenient to start with a Hartree-like many-electron
wavefunction, i.e.
( )

( )

( )

( )

(2.18)

From this one can easily calculate the density as
( )

∑

( )

(2.19)

The Kohn-Sham equations are often represented by the following singleelectron eigenvalue equation within the Hartree approximation[85].
( )]

[

( )

where the effective potential
( )
Here,

( )

( )

( )

(2.20)

( ) consists of three different terms
( )

( ) is the Hartree-potential defined,

(2.21)
( ) is the exchange-

correlation potential which will be described later and

( ) is a known

factor derived from the electron-nucleus interaction,
∫

( ) ( )

, ( )-

in the many-body Schrödinger equation.

As seen above, the Kohn-Sham equations look similar to the earlier
Hartree-Fock equations, but they differ in the underlying theories of how
they are achieved. In the HF equations, the variational principle is used
to minimize the energy with respect to the single particle wavefunctions
to achieve the Slater determinant which in turn describes the full many28

body wavefunction. The KS equations have the same idea, but instead of
minimizing with respect to single particle wavefunctions, the
minimization is done with respect to the density. The KS equations are
also known as a ''Beyond Hartree-Fock'' method since they include
correlation effects. Hohenberg and Kohn[74] stated that the ground-state
energy of an interacting inhomogeneous electron gas in an external static
( ) is

potential
, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

∫

, ( )-

( ) ( )

(2.22)

Where ( ) is the electronic density of the system, and , ( )- is the
universal functional introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn. The universal
functional can be divided into two terms;
, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

(2.23)

Where the kinetic energy of a system with non-interacting electrons
is , ( )-,

, ( )- is the electron-electron interaction term. All terms

are functionals of the electronic density to the system ( ).
The Kohn-Sham is to create another Kohn-Sham system of noninteracting particles to make the calculation easier. Hereby, the
expression for the total energy can be rewritten as.
, ( )-

, ( ), ( )-

(
Where

, ( )-

, ( )- and

, ( )-

( , ( )-

, ( )-)

, ( )-)
(2.24)

, ( )- are the kinetic and the static potential

energy of the Kohn-Sham system, respectively. These can easily be
calculated within the Hartree approximation, and are defined by
, ( ), ( )-

∑

∫
∬

( )

( ) ( )

( )

(2.25)
(2.26)
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( ) , which leads to the

The external potential, denoted as

, ( )-term is unaffected by the change into the Kohn-Sham system.
The two parentheses in the expression for the total energy, which are
defined as the difference in the kinetic and the potential energy between
the real interacting system and the Hartree-like system, are collected into
one term defined as the exchange-correlation energy,
, ( )-

( , ( )-

, ( )-)

(

, ( )-

, ( )-) (2.27)

After rewriting, the total energy functional can be expressed as
, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

(2.28)

or
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∫∑
∫

( ){
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∬
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(2.29)

As the first three terms can be calculated easily within the Hartree
approximation, one obtains an exact solution of the total energy if the
exchange-correlation energy is known. If the system is non-interacting
, ( )-

and the system will have the Hartree total energy, which

is the total energy based on non-interacting particles. In order to find the
ground state one obtains the variational method to search for solutions
that fulfill the following relation[86]and
, ( )-

(2.30)

( )

The reason to take the functional derivative with respect to the complex
conjugate wavefunction is to avoid an equation with the complex
conjugate in the end. In addition, the solutions need to fulfill an
orthonormality requirement defined by
∑

*∫

( )

( )

+

(2.31)
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Where

is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the normalization
( ).The two requirements can be summarized in one

condition of
equation
( , ( )-

)

(2.32)

( )

, ( )( )

(2.33)

( )

From the equation of the orthonormality requirement one can easily take
the functional derivative and obtain an equation for the energy
functional.
, ( )( )

( )

( )

(2.34)

The energy functional can be expressed in terms of a kinetic, an electronelectron interaction, electron-nuclei, and an exchange-correlation
part[87]
( )

*

, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-+

( )
(2.35)

As the terms are functionals of the electronic density one applies the
chain rule to take the functional derivative with respect to density for the
last three terms.
( )

( )

, ( )-

( )

*

, ( )-

, ( )-

, ( )-+

( )
(2.36)

The last factor on the left-hand side is from the chain rule and it is now
clear why one should take the functional derivative with respect to the
complex conjugate wavefunction. Within the Hartree approximation, the
kinetic part and the electron-electron interaction can be calculated and
give
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{

( )

∫
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, ( )-}

(2.37)

Which can be recognized the single particle KS equation.
to

is set equal

to clarify it as an energy term. From classical physics, the potential

energy is given as the derivative of the total energy. Therefore the
exchange-correlation potential energy is found to be the functional
derivative of the exchange-correlation energy [86]
, ( )-

, ( )-

(2.38)

( )

From the single electron KS equation one multiply by ∑

( ) from left

to obtain an expression for the single-electron energies.
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If one rewrites the latest equation as an expression for the kinetic part
and insert it in the expression for the total energy functional one gets a
relation between the energy functional and the single-electron energies
from the KS equation[87]
, ( )-

∑

∬

( ) ( )

, ( )-

∫

( ) ( )
(2.40)

The total energy can be generated from the Hartree-like single-electron
energies, a self-interacting term and the exchange-correlation functional.
The exact energy is therefore generated if the exact form of the
exchange-correlation functional is found.
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2.7 Approximation
2.7.1 Exchange and correlation functional
DFT Provide a good description of the ground state properties and that
DFT are based on so-called exchange-correlation functional. Exchange
interaction describes the effect quantum mechanical between identical
particles in a system in accordance to Pauli principle. Correlation energy
is related the Coulomb interactions between electrons in a system[88].
DFT is difficult of the exact exchange and correlation functionals aren't
known except for free electron gas. Some approximations are used to
calculate physical quantities with good accuracy[89]. In DFT
calculations, there are three types of approximations, first is conceptual
with interpretation of eigenvalues and wavefunctions and orbitals as
physical energies. The approximation of second is numerical and used
to solve the differential equation and a key aspect is choosing the
suitable basis functions. The third type of approximation consists of
constructing an expression of an unknown function

, - , which

contains all many- electron of the problem[88].

2.7.2 Local Density Approximation (LDA)
In physics the most commonly used approximation is the local density
approximation (LDA)[90], where the functional depends only on the
density at the point where the functional is calculated. For many decades
the LDA has been employed in, i. e. calculations of band structures and
total energies in condensed matter physics:
, ( )-

∫

( ( )) ( )

The most accurate data for

(2.41)
( ( )) is from Quantum Monte Carlo

calculations. The LDA gives very accurate results for systems with
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slowly varying charge densities. But it is more useful for homogeneous
systems and over-binds molecules and solids. The systems in which
geometries are symmetric, bond lengths and angles are accurate to within
a few percent, LDA works well.Results for some quantities such as the
dielectric and piezoelectric constant are approximately10% large.
The main advantage of LDA-DFT over schemes such as HartreeFock is that many experimentally relevant physical properties can be
calculated to a significant level of accuracy using LDA. While many
ground state properties are well described in the LDA, the dielectric
constant is overestimated by up to 10-40% in LDA compared to
experimental value. This overestimation results because of the
abandoning of a polarization-dependent exchange-correlation field in
LDA as compared to DFT.
The local spin-density approximation (LSDA) is a straightforward
generalization of the LDA to include electron spin:
,

-

∫

(

) ( )

(2.42)

Exact formulae for the exchange-correlation energy density

(

)

have been derived from simulations of a free-electron gas.

2.7.3 Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)
As LDA determines the electronic density by the energy of a local
constant density and improvement form the LDA when taking the
gradient of the electron density. This is called Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) is a non-local method that depends only on the
electronic density[91].
, ( )
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( )) ( )

(2.43)
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As well as the several systems such as atomic or molecular are
often very different from a uniform electron gas and it are not
homogeneous. For this reason has been used of the GGA. GGA has
shown great improvements of spin-polarized system the accuracy of
ground state energies, binding energy, atomization energies, energy
barriers, molecular geometries and band structures. In addition, there
some GGA functional are the PW91[92], the PBE[91], the RPBE[93]and
the WC[94] and the next step in the evaluation of GGA is meta-GGA
functional based on the PBE that includes second order derivations of the
electronic in its functionals through the use of Laplacian operators.
Later there has been introduced the effective parameter U semi-empirical
to achieve quantities and properties for the exchange-correlation
functionals. This parameter has been shown improvement for electronic
ground state and magnetic properties within both the LDA and the
GGA[95].

2.8 Basis set
To solve the electronic structure problem in practice either within
DFT or within Hartree Fock approaches, a mathematical require
representation for electron orbitals. This representation of atomic orbitals
in the form of mathematical functions is known as basis set. There are
different types of basis sets representations, which are adopted for
electronic structure calculations. Based on the LCAO (Linear
Combination of Atomic Orbital‘s) approximation, each one-electron
molecular orbital

(basis function) with expansion coefficients

is

written as
(2.44)
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Generally the one-electron wavefunction is described by the
orbitals| α 〉.In a real space representation these orbital can write
( ). The Kohn Shamor Hartree Fock orbitals are then
written as a linear combination of these basis orbitals or basis set:
( )

∑

( )

(2.45)

Where j labels the wavefunction, the sum runs over all the basis
functions up to the dimension of the basis set M,

are the expansion

coefficients of the wavefunction j.The choice of basic functions should
be such so that it provides a good approximation to the solution of above
equation. At the same time want the number of states to bias small as
possible because of finite computer resource[96]. In case of effective
core potentials core electrons are chemically not so important, but
require a large number of basis functions for an accurate description of
their orbitals. So an effective core potential (ECP) is a linear
combination of specially designed Gaussian functions that model the
core electrons, i.e., are represented the core electrons by an effective
potential one treats only the valence electrons explicitly.The DFT
approach to solve the Schrödinger equation for a system of particles is
more efficient and less laborious. As according to this theory do not
bother about the wavefunction of individual a particle which is a
function on 3N variables, N bring the number of particles in the system.
Instead concentrate on the electron density which is a function of only
three variables. Now in order to use DFT for practical calculations on
genuine systems, to solve the Kohn-Sham equations numerically through
a computer, means that the problem must be cast in a finite manner. The
solution of the Kohn-Sham equation completely depends on the
treatment of electron-nuclear interaction.
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The electron-nuclear interaction is generally given by Coulomb
potential. But there are two classes of electrons: those that actively
participate in chemical bonding, named valence electrons and those
tightly bound to the nuclei called core electrons, which do not participate
in bonding and can be treated as frozen electrons. Now instead of doing
calculation for all electron, the core electrons replace by a fictitious
potential. It makes our problem easier. This fictitious potential is known
as pseudo potential and is discussed below:

2.9 Pseudopotentials
The physical and chemical properties of the studied systems are
generally depending on the valence electrons, as they are responsible for
the chemical bonds. By Hans Hellmann in 1934 was first introduced the
pseudopotential approach, it aims to obtain the effective potential
produced by to replaces the potential of Coulomb interaction of the
nuclei and the core electrons that can give a description of the electronic
properties and other without taking account the core states[97]. The
valence wavefunction so generated is guaranteed to be orthogonal to all
the core states. In this method only the chemically active valence
electrons are treated explicitly, while the core electrons are 'frozen',
taken into account together with the nuclei as rigid non-polarizable ion
cores. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials are derived from an atomic
state used as reference, with the condition that the pseudo and allelectron valence eigen states have the same energies and amplitude (and
thus density) outside a chosen core cutoff radius rc. A pseudopotential
may be formulated for each atomic species which includes effects of the
nucleus and core electrons on the grounds that the core electron states
may be taken as fixed[98-100]. Thus decreasing the number of plane
waves lead to pseudo wavefunctions do not represent the rapid
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oscillations of the true wavefunctions corresponding to this modified
potential, (See Fig. 2.1). Pseudopotential is formed such that it matches
the true potential outside a given radius, termed as the core radius.
Similarly, each pseudo wavefunction should match the corresponding
true wavefunction beyond this distance. As well as, the charge densities
outside the core region must be similar to the true charge density.
Therefore, the integration of the squared amplitudes of the pseudo and
real wavefunctions over the core region must be identical. The
aforementioned condition is known as norm-conservation[101].

Figure 2.1:Curve which represents the wavefunction of the entire system (allelectron) and the equivalent pseudo-potential[102]. The radius at which allelectron and pseudopotential values meet is termed as

Pseudopotentials are first calculated for an isolated atom
constructed using an ab-initio method. The `true' wavefunctions are
calculated for an isolated atom using an all-electron DFT approximation.
The valence wavefunctions so obtained are then modified in the core
region to remove the oscillations while obeying the norm-conservation
condition.
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The Schrödinger equation is then employed in reverse manner to
obtain

the

pseudopotential

which

will

reproduce

the

pseudo

wavefunctions. This method produces a pseudopotential which may be
transferred between widely varying systems in contrast with semiempirical potentials which are introduced to describe a particular atomic
environment.

2.10 Software packages based on DFT
Inside the most recent couple of decades, the first-principles
simulations in condensed issue physical science have extended
fundamentally, from physics and chemistry into life-science, material
science and nanoscale. There are many packages based on DFT which
are being extensively used. These include SIESTA, VASP, WIEN2k,
CASTEP, CRYSTAL, DMOL, ABINIT, TB-LMTO, GAMESS,
QUANTUM-ESPRESSO, and others for calculating different properties.
Some codes are better suited for special types of problems and materials
than other one, so there are differences in the practical realization of
above codes. WIEN2k, CRYSTAL and TB-LMTO use full potential or
all-electron methods and take into account the wavefunction of all
electrons in each atom. SIESTA, VASP and ABINIT, these codes use
pseudopotential methods in which only valance electrons are explicitly
included in equation. This properties directly obtained from core
electrons for instance isomer sift, electronic filed gradient, hyperfine
field at atom cores are not well explained. VASP and ABINIT use plane
waves and the basis in WIEN2k is a hybrid one whereas CRYSTAL,
SIESTA and TB-LMTO use atoms-centered bases.
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2.11 SIESTA
The SIESTA[103] (Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulation
with Thousands of Atoms) is a code which works on (Linux and UNIX),
this package is a set independent programs written with Fortran and
calculate several physical properties such as electronic structural
properties of materials for the study of band structure, the total/projected
density of state (TDOS and PDOS), and the total energy of the system
and the optimization of structures. This code can calculate the optical
and magnetic properties of the materials under consideration.
The computational cost for different ab initio quantum mechanical
codes scales as 3N, with the number (N) of atoms, while SIESTA is used
scale linearly with number of atoms i.e. ''order-N methods'' scaling, it has
an atom centered basis therefore deal with large unit cells and it is
considered one of the few codes that use this method[104, 105]. SIESTA
uses the standard Kohn-Sham self-consistent density functional theory in
the local density (LDA) or generalized gradient (GGA) approximations
to describe the various properties and calculate the energies of solid state
system[38-39]. It uses normconserving pseudopotential in its fully non
local (Kleinman-Bylander) from[106].

2.12 The calculated variables properties
All calculations in this study are carried out by density functional
theory based on Generalized Gradient Approximation.
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2.12.1 Binding energy (BE)
The Binding energy of ZnONSs can be calculated by Eq. (2.46) as
follows while the binding energy of the doped systems has been
calculated to evaluate their stability by using eq. (2.47) the expression
(

{
,

(

)
)

(

( )

(

(

( )

(

(

))}
)

(2.46)
(

))-

)

(2.47)

Where BE is the binding energy per atom of B, C, N, Al, Si and P
(

and

) is the total energy of the substiutionally ZnO
is the number of ith species present in the

nanosheet doped with
configuration, while

( )

(

)

( )

represent total energies

ofsingle Zn, O, and dopant atom of all element respectively and n is the
total number of atoms in a supercell (n=84).

2.12.2

Total energy (Etotal)

The total energy is the sum of kinetic energy, Hartree energy,
energy of ion-electron, energy of exch.-corr., and energy of ion-ion, at
the optimized structure where the total energy of the molecule must be at
the lowest value because the molecule is at the equilibrium position,
which means, the resultant of the effective forces is zero[107].

2.12.3

Vertical ionization potential (VIP)

VIP is calculated by making Mn-ZnONSs complex one electron
deficient computing total energy for Mn-ZnONSs complex and then
subtracting from it the total energy of neutral Mn-ZnONSs[108].
([ (

)–

(

)])

(2.48)
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2.12.4

Vertical electron affinity (VEA)

VEA is calculated by putting one extra electron on neutral M nZnONSs molecule, computing the total energy for the same and then
subtracting the same from total energy of neutral Mn-ZnONSs
molecule[108, 109]:
([ (

2.12.5

)–

(

)])

(2.49)

Electronegativity (EN)

The electronegativity is experimentally related, linear combinations
to two known ionization energy and electron affinity, as in the
relationship [109]:
(

2.12.6

)

(2.50)

Hardness (H)

In terms of ionization energies and electron affinities, the hardness
is half of the energy gap between two frontier orbitals[109]:
(2.51)
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3 CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Introduction
The current chapter includes the design of zinc oxide nanosheet
(ZnONSs) in the SIESTA program, and this chapter is divided into two
parts. The first part is enriched by the elements of the second cycle,
namely, Boron, carbon and nitrogen. The second part consists of
elements of the third cycle aluminum, silicon and phosphor to calculate
its structural and electronic properties. The 6 ×7supercell (consisting of
84 atoms) of ZnO nanosheet has been used to simulate the isolated sheet
that takes hexagonal structures with a vacuum layer 19Å along the
perpendicular direction to avoid interlayer interactions. The effect of
doping has been investigated by substitutional O atoms in one to six
dopant atoms in 84 atoms host atoms. In years, two dimension are
attracting increasing research interest due to their unique properties, such
as high surface area, the electron confinement of two dimension
materials without interlayer interaction, chemically active exposed
surface, high optical transparency the maximum mechanical flexibility
and confined thickness[110]. 2D is particularly interesting in developing
novel applications in photocatalysts, sensor, ultraviolet photoelectronic
device and many application[111]. ZnO can also form two-dimensional
nanosheets where it forms a hexagonal structure in which Zn and O
atoms are arranged in 3-foldcoordination instead of bulk-like tetrahedral
configuration and may have more important advantages because of the
large energy gap[112]. Soon, synthesis of high-quality two-monolayerthick ZnO nanosheet (0001) on Ag(111) substrate has been
experimentally achieved, which provided a direct evidence for the
presence of planar ZnO sheet[43].
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Via most experimental routes, especially the pulsed laser deposition
can be produced ZnO thin sheets and it is observed tend to prefer c-axis
with a polar morphology[43, 113, 114]. Although ZnO is native n-type
semiconductor, using B and N co-doped ZnO the observation stable ptype conductivity has been that the dopant atoms can alter the electronic
band structure of ZnO[115]. Nitrogen is regarded as the best candidate to
induce p-type doping in ZnO also experimental evidence showing that
the B and N codoping results in n-type characteristic instead[116]. The
element B, N and C has preferred dopant due to good electron-produces
also they donate two electrons per dopant to the conduction band.

3.2 Computational details
Nanosheet is recognized to relax in two dimensions the initial
structure of the ZnO sheet cleaved from a (0001) layer of bulk ZnO. To
do this analysis, the geometric relaxations and electronic structure
calculations have been implemented by using the Spanish Initiative for
Electronic Simulation with Thousands of Atoms (SIESTA)[103] code, in
which the density functional theory (DFT)[117]. The electronic structure
calculation was performed using generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) with the exchange-correlation potential in the form of Perdew–
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)[91, 118]. By pseudopotentials is described the
electron-atomic cores interaction and generated within the projector the
Troullier–Martins scheme[106]. Pseudopotentials with 3d10 4s2, 2s2 2p4,
2s2 2p1, 2s2 2p2, 2s2 2p3, 3s2 3p1, 3s2 3p2 and 3s2 3p3valence electron
configurations were used for Zn, O, B, C, N, Al, Si and P atoms,
respectively. Using the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm are performed
optimizations structural to ZnO nanosheet so that the maximum force on
each atom in the calculations are less than 0.008eV/Å. The energy cut44

off has been used to 200Ry to define the finite real space grid for
numerical integrals. the ZnO nanosheet supercell constructed from a
bulk w-ZnO structure with lattice parameters a = 3.29Å and c = 5.3Å
these values are both experimental and theoretical results[119, 120].

3.3 First Group
In this part, the structural and electronic properties of pure ZnONSs
and doped with B, C, and N atoms have been investigated in density
functional theory using the GGA method. Its results are compared with
pure ZnONSs.
First of all, the structure of pure ZnO nanosheet (ZnONSs)
optimized is shown in Figure 3.1. The atomic structure of the ZnONSs
was cut from the initial bulk w-ZnO (0001) plane. A periodic 6×7
supercell of the ZnONSs, which consists of 84 atoms with a vacuum
region of 19Å perpendicular to the monolayer plane, is applied to avoid
interlayer interactions. Which was found the bond length of Zn-O to be
1.90Å, slightly less than experimental value of 1.92 Å and previously
GGA values of 1.90Å and the resulting bond angle Zn-O-Zn or O-Zn-O
of pure ZnO nanosheet is120o which in agreement with previous
results[42, 43]. Furthermore, the bond length Zn-O is around 2.01Å in
bulk ZnO is longer than that of ZnONSs. Interestingly, the contraction of
the bond length Zn-O in ZnONSs has attributed the atoms have less
number of neighbors then the bulk. The atoms in the ZnONSs reinforce
their bonding amongst themselves as compared to the bulk. Also find
that the calculated HOMO–LUMO gap is 0.850eV suggests a
semiconductor behavior for the ZnO nanosheet which is smaller than the
experimental value 3.37eV[6]. Energy gap of the ZnONSs in GGA was
obtained equal to 0.95eV [121].This is underestimated due

to the
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shortcomings of the GGA-PBE approach which does not consider the
non-continuity of the exchange correlation[20]and by previous allelectron LDA calculation similar to the value of 0.895eV[122]. Values
of vertical ionization potential (VIP) and vertical electron affinity (VEA)
of ZnONSs are found 7.33eV, 0.104eV, respectively calculated at the
GGA-PBE. these values are in agreement with an experimentally
determined value of 7.82eV and 0.12eV reported by Swank[123, 124].

Figure 3.1: Optimized structure of pure ZnO nanosheet.
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3.3.1 Structure properties of boron, carbon, and nitrogen-doped
zinc oxide nanosheet
The present work includes B, C and N doped ZnONSs in detail. For
the structures that are doped, O atoms instead of B, C and N were
replaced with a number of atoms from one to six line in the center of
ZnONSs this is due to the fact that the space of the nanosheet is
insufficient to accommodate a total of more atoms. These atoms are
likely to adjust to surrounding Zn atoms of the host. Because of the
atomic radius of the O is approaching with B, C and N. When doped
ZnONSs with B atoms no significant distortion in the 2D structure of
ZnONSs is expected, except for a change in bond length.
In Figure 3.2, the doping of one B atom in the center leads to B1-Zn42O41
stabilizes the bond length between the boron atoms and the nearest
neighbor zinc atoms B-Zn is around1.96Å, the bond angle Zn-B-Zn is
approximately 122.95o and there is almost no distortion in the planar
structure of nanosheet. While B2-Zn42O40structure was resulting bond
length B-B 3.27Å[57].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.2(a-f): Optimize the structure of Bn-ZnONSs (n=1-6), the red, green
and gray spheres refer to oxygen, zinc, and the dopant B atoms, respectively.
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The optimized structure for C-doped ZnONSs is shown in Figure
3.3. When an O atom replaced by a C atom in the center as shown in
Figure 3.3(a)leads to C1-Zn42O41 structure found the bond length C-Zn for
the C atoms to its nearest Zn atom is 1.88Å[23] and the bond angle ZnC-Zn is 122.56o. This indicates no deformation compared with pure
because of the atomic radius of the C is close to the atomic radius of the
O. while doping with two C atoms was resulting in C2-Zn42O40 structure
bond length C-C in the optimized structure is 3.27Å.
Moreover, optimize structures for N-doped ZnONSs as shown in
Figure 3.4. An O atom replaced by an N atom at the center results N1Zn42O41 structure as shown in Figure 3.4(a).The bond length N-Zn for the

N atom to its nearest Zn is 1.89Å[125] and the Zn-N-Zn bond angle is
121.88o. As well as doping with two N atoms results N2- Zn42O40 with
interatomic distances N-N is 3.29 Å in the optimized structure, as shown
in Figure 3.4(b).
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(b)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.3(a-f): Optimize the structure of Cn-ZnONSs (n=1-6), the red, green,
and indigo spheres refer to oxygen, zinc and the dopant C atoms, respectively.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3.4(a-f): Optimize the structure of Nn-ZnONSs (n=1-6), the red, green and
turquoise spheres refer to oxygen, zinc and the dopant C atoms, respectively.
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The calculated first neighbour distance of the dopant atoms, d(XZn, X = B, C and N), are tabulated in Table 3.1.As seen from Table 3.1,
in the B substitution case the B–Zn bond increases and about for B4Zn42O38, In the C substitution case C–Zn bond increases by about for C4Zn42O38 and about with respect to the pure case. According to the present

results d(X-Zn, X=B, C and N) is relatively larger for B with respect to
that of N. The change in bond length with respect to the position and
type of dopant is relatively larger in the case of B doping with respect to
the N doping case. B doping results are more sensitive to the cell.
Table 3.1: The bond length (d, in Å) 6f B, C and N doped ZnO nanosheet.
C

Configurations

d(BO)

d(CO)

d(NO)

X1-Zn42O41

1.95

1.90

1. 89

X2-Zn42O40

1.95

1.90

1.90

X3-Zn42O39

1.94

1.88

1.84

X4-Zn42O38

1.97

1.92

1.92

X5-Zn42O37

1.90

1.81

1.78

X6-Zn42O36

1.92

1.89

1.89

3.3.2 Binding energy of boron, carbon and nitrogen-doped zinc
oxide nanosheet
For the optimized structures that are doped, the binding energy of
the doped systems has been calculated to evaluate their stability by using
the equation (2.47). A negative value of binding energy corresponds to a
metastable or stable bound dopant when both are present in the system.
The value binding energy(BE) for pure ZnONSs is found -6.842 eV in
good agreement with the value of -6.82 eV of a graphic sheet of
ZnO[126] and -7.52 eV by[112, 127]. The electronic properties observe
of substitutional doped ZnONSs with the number, position and type of
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dopant atoms and found that B, C and N atoms to give rise stable
structure. The variation of binding energy per atom(BE)/dopant atom)of
Bn-ZnONSs, Cn-ZnONSs and Nn-ZnONSs with number of dopant atoms
as calculated with DFT study is plotted in Figure 3.5. The results
indicate that the all structures of Bn-ZnONSs, Cn-ZnONSs, and NnZnONSs (n=1-6) have negative binding energy, these shows that the
systems are thermodynamically stable. The binding energies of B and Ndoped ZnONSs are larger than those observed in the case of C-doped
ZnONSs, which indicates that the doping systems can be more stable,
whereas in cases of C-doped ZnONSs decreases linearly with doping
dose of BE/atom compared to B and N. The binding energy per atom for
single C atom resulted C1-Zn42O41structurehas been found to be -3.864 eV
that is more stable in this structure. For B1-Zn42O41 and N1-Zn42O41, the
BE/atom values are -3.8366 and -3.839eV, respectively. Doping with
two atoms of B and N resulted that B2-Zn42O40 is more stable than N2Zn42O40.In B5-Zn42O37and N6-Zn42O36the BE/B and BE/N was found to be -

3.7851 and -3.7541eV, respectively this implies that structures are in
metastable state. These values indicate that B5 and N6 are more stable
than other dopant. The BE/atom in case of B6-Zn42O36and N6-Zn42O36 are
found -3.7929 and -3.7541eV, respectively. From the structure analysis it
is found that the stability of ZnONSs strongly depends upon the type,
position and number of dopant atoms in the sheet.
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Figure 3.5: Variation of binding energy per atom of Bn-ZnONSs, Cn-ZnONSs,
and Nn-ZnONSs with a number of dopants (n=1-6).

3.3.3 Total density of state (TDOS) and projected density of states
(PDOS) of pure and doped ZnO nanosheet
After structural optimization, to analyze the distribution of each
related orbital associated with the constituent element in doped ZnONSs.
The total electronic density of states (TDOS) and projected density of
state (PDOS) have studied for pure and doped ZnONSs is shown in
Figure 3.6. The hybridization of bulk ZnO is sp3while it is changed to sp2
in the ZnONSs (graphene-like) structure, causing the valence and
conduction bands to be near. Therefore, ZnONSs can exhibit very
different electronic properties, when compared with the bulk ZnO.
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In Figure 3.6, TDOS and PDOS from the contributions of different
orbital components for each ZnONSs for left (valence band) and right
(conduction band) are presented. We can see that the valence band are
the distribution of ZnO for a mixture of Zn 3d and O 2p states, it can be
seen that the valence band of ZnO can be divided into two regions: the
lower part from about −8.5eV to −4.1eV and the upper part from about
−4.1 to 0eV. Which the lower valence band is mainly contributed by Zn
3d states, while the upper part of valence band comes from O 2p states,
whereas the conduction band of pristine ZnONSs mainly consists from
4s of Zn and 2p O orbitals. The peak of the electronic density of states
appearing in -7 eV is provided by the 3d Zn and 2p O orbitals.
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Figure 3.6: Total density of state (TDOS) and projected density of states (PDOS)
for pure ZnO nanosheet. Fermi level is set at 0eV.
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The total and projected DOS for the B dopant, one can see some
differences in the PDOS of Zn atom compared to ZnONSs. Further
analysis shows that the B 2p orbitals strongly hybridize with the O 2p
orbitals and Zn 3d orbitals, the B 2p orbitals are located in the gap and
are very small within the valence band; indicating that they bond more
weakly to the Zn atom than O, the states of B atom are determined by 2p
orbitals and it is near Fermi energy (EF) are shown in Figure 3.7. The
peak of the electronic density of states appearing in -7 eV is provided by
the 3d Zn and 2p O while the peak of the electronic density of states in 8eV is supplied by 2s orbital of B
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Figure 3.7: TDOS and PDOS for single boron atom doped ZnO nanosheet.
Fermi level is set at 0eV.
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Figure 3.8 shown TDOS and PDOS of the C 2p orbitals are located in
the very small within the valence band, indicating the same p-p
interaction and p-d exchange hybridization in C-doped ZnONSs films
have been reported[127], therefore C 2p orbitals are relatively localized
compared to O indicating a strong interaction between them. The
hybridization of C 2p orbitals with the O 2p and Zn 3d orbitals are
strongly an interaction between them. This interaction follows in actual
fact from quantum mechanical level repulsion, which results in the clear
splitting of the energy levels near EF. The peak of the electronic density
of states in -11.5eV is supplied by the 2s orbital of C atom.
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Figure 3.8: TDOS and PDOS for single carbon atom doped ZnO nanosheet.
Fermi level is set at 0eV.
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In the case N-doped ZnONSs, as shown in Figure 3.9 we found that N2p
orbitals is hybridized strongly with the O 2p and Zn 3d orbitals,
indicating a strong interaction between them. The hybridization between
the N dopant, Zn and O atoms leads to the splitting of the energy level
near EF, as well as N is a deep acceptor with the transition level of
0.19eV that is close to 3.06eV in the former theoretical study. The 3s
orbital of N atom in -11.5eV is supplied peak of the electronic density of
states.
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Figure 3.9: TDOS and PDOS for single nitrogen atom doped ZnO nanosheet.
Fermi level is set at 0eV.
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3.3.4 Total Energy and Energy gap
3.3.4.1 Boron doped Zinc Oxide nanosheet
Results were calculated using density functional theory of the total
energy Etotal; it is observed from Figure 3.10 that the total energy Etotal of
the Bn-ZnONSs structures was decreased with increasing the number of
the B atom. Approximately, the Etotal is linearly increasing with
increasing the number of B the replace of O in the ZnONSs, because
oxygen has been replaced by small energy boron atom.
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Figure 3.10: Etotal in eV for boron doped ZnO nanosheet.

In chemical reactions, highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) play a very important
role. The gap between HOMO and LUMO energy levels can be used to
measure the kinetic stability of complexes. A large HOMO-LUMO gap
corresponds to large kinetic stability as it is energetically not favorable to
add electrons to a large lying LUMO or to remove electrons from a small
lying HOMO.
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Figure 3.11 show that the HOMO and LUMO energies of the B
atoms doped ZnONSs. The values of the HOMO and LUMO energies
depend on the number and position of the B atoms in ZnONSs. The
lowest values of HOMO and LUMO energies, which O atoms means the
replace of B atoms in ZnONSs changes the HOMO and LUMO energies.
These results reflect the linear combination of atomic orbitals in the B
and O atoms according to the basis sets that. The energy gap (Eg) gets
through the difference between HOMO and LUMO.
In Figure 3.12, B-doped ZnONSs observed that the Eg decreases
then increase with doping with an increase in the number of B atoms.
This indicates the substitution doping more reactive and HOMO-LUMO
gap refers to the stability of the molecule. In case doping with three and
six B dopant atoms the less Eg are 0.021eVand 0.039eV, respectively
and observed the system in this cases to be conductor.
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Figure 3.11: HOMO and LUMO in eV for Boron doped ZnO nanosheet.
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Figure 3.12: Eg in eV for boron doped ZnO nanosheet.

3.3.4.2 Carbon doped zinc oxide nanosheet
Figure 3.13 shows the behavior of Etotal of a number of C atoms in
ZnONSs that, the presence of carbon atoms in the middle of ZnONSs
leads to increase the total energy of these structures. On the other hand,
it appears that increasing the number of C atoms in the structure
increases the total energy of the ZnONSs due to the energy oxygen atom
has bigger of carbon atom.
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Figure 3.13: Etotal in eV for Carbon doped ZnO nanosheet.

As shown in Figure 3.14 the energies HOMO and LUMO are
affected depending on the number and position of the O atoms replaced
with C atoms in ZnONSs, this change is due to the linear combination of
atoms orbitals of different atoms in the structure, and therefore, leads to
constructing new molecular orbitals in Cn-ZnONSs.
The calculated Eg of C-doped ZnONSs, it observed the bigger value
of Eg is 0.051eV while the lowest value of Eg was being 0.021eV that
indicates these structures have semiconducting properties. On the other
hand, the Eg of the other two and four C atoms structures in ZnONSs
have energy gap smaller and have conductor properties the other C in
ZnONSs have small values of the energy gap in comparison with the
pure ZnONSs, as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 3.14: HOMO and LUMO in eV for carbon doped ZnO nanosheet.
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Figure 3.15: Eg in eV for carbon doped ZnO nanosheet.

3.3.4.3 Nitrogen doped zinc oxide nanosheet
Figure 3.16, indicates the Etotal that increased with increasing the
numbers of N atoms replaced in place of O atoms in ZnONSs.
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Figure 3.16: Etotal in eV for nitrogen-doped ZnO nanosheet.

Through the Figures 3.17, the HOMO and LUMO energies are
affected depending on the number and position of the N atoms which
have been replaced by O atoms in ZnONSs. This change is due to the
linear combination of atoms orbitals of different atoms in the structure.
Therefore, leads to constructing new molecular orbitals in Nn-ZnONSs.
With doping of N changes the energy gap when it was comparing with
ZnONSs.
As seen in Figure 4.18.It is clear that the Eg have different values
depending on the number and position of the N atoms. With two N
atoms doped has a bigger value Eg= 0.087eV. While with three N atoms
doped has the lowest value of Eg=0.0061eV that means these structure
have conductor properties.
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Figure 3.17: HOMO and LUMO in eV for Nitrogen doped ZnO nanosheet.
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Figure 3.18: Eg in eV for nitrogen doped ZnO nanosheet.
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3.3.5 Some Electronic Variables
To investigate the electronic properties, vertical ionization potential
(VIP), vertical electron affinity (VEA), electronegativity (EN), and
hardness (H) have calculated of doped ZnONSs with dopant atoms.
It is a fundamental property of molecules and is defined as the
energy difference between an uncharged species and its negative ion.
The anion, or negative ion, results from the addition of an electron from
the vacuum to the neutral molecule[128], these parameters help to know
the chemical reactivity of doped ZnONSs. Test calculations have
performed on the B2, C2, and N2 molecule, for B2 calculated bond length,
VIP and VEA are 1.45Å, 9.07eV, 0.471eV, respectively. While the C2
molecule was finding bond length, VIP and VEA are1.36Å, 11.29eV,
1.879eV and N2 molecule calculated bond length, VIP and VEA are
1.40Å, 12.94eV, 1.174eV respectively[109, 129] which are in agreement
with reported values.
Variations of VIP and VAE for these complexes are shown in
Table3.1. VIP in the begging for the B and C-doped ZnONSs is very
close, in case six dopant atoms VIP of B and C decresing that it more
reactive to electron donor. N-doped ZnONSs that the VIP upon
relaxation changes 3.6718eV to 4.0270eV. Increasing the number of N
atoms VIP is lightly increasing in case doped with two and six of N
atoms. That means, these structures have high ability to acceptance
electrons and becomes anions.
Increasing the number of boron and carbon dopant atoms observed
there is an increase in VEA. As well as a bigger VEA for B6-ZnONSs
and C6-ZnONSs are 3.4716 and 2.9361eV, respectively. For N dopants
VEA gradually decrease with increasing number of nitrogen atoms
between 2.9781eV and 2.5933eV and shows the similar trend for N
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dopants. Broadly, one can say that electron affinity decreases with more
substitutional N atoms. In general, the change in VIP and VAE one
doping shows the electronic properties of ZnONSs have indeed modified
and substitutional doping makes more reactive.
Table 3.2: Calculated vertical ionization potential (VIP) and vertical electron
affinity (VAE) in eV for B, C and N doped ZnONSs.

Type of dopant
ZnONSs

Bn-ZnONSs

Cn-ZnONSs

Nn-ZnONSs

No. of

VIP(eV)

VAE(eV)

1

3.7852

2.5925

2

3.7738

2.6329

3

3.7002

2.4947

4

3.6022

2.4571

5

3.6825

2.7943

6

3.3456

3.4716

1

3.7315

2.9007

2

3.7895

2.7411

3

3.7377

2.6805

4

3.7099

2.7851

5

3.9487

2.8525

6

2.8444

2.9361

1

3.6718

2.9781

2

4.0487

2.7592

3

3.8599

2.6978

4

3.6423

2.6753

5

3.9223

2.6364

6

4.0270

2.5933
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The EN of the B, C, and N are shown in Figure 3.19, the EN of
the substitutional structures is bigger of the B and C due to the fact that
B, C, N atoms have a smaller values of EN (2.04, 2.55 and 3.04)
compression with O atoms have a larger EN (3.44eV) [130]. As well as,
the type bond length between B-Zn, C-Zn and N-Zn is covalent bond. In
cases of B6-Zn42O36, C5-Zn42O37and N2-Zn42O40 structures have a bigger EN
and its chemical effectiveness is very large, the distance between
HOMO-LUMO is very small where there are no cases of large
irritations.
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Figure 3.19: Electronegativity in eV for B, C, and N doped ZnO nanosheet.

Figure 3.20 represents the H value of B, C, and N doped in
ZnONSs. H values decrease with increasing the number B and C atoms
dopant. In cases B5-Zn42O37, C3-Zn42O39 and N2-Zn42O40 structures high
hardness due to the high energy gap. Whereas appear oscillates the H
with an increasing the number of N atoms dopant, and that the decrease
in hardness is due to increased cohesion and convergence between the
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atoms and thus will reduce the interior areas and this indicates the
characteristics of good mechanics
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Figure 3.20: Hardness in eV for B, C, and N doped ZnO nanosheet.

3.4 second group
In this part, the results of aluminum, silicon, and phosphor doped
Zinc Oxide nanosheet will be presented and discussed. The presence of
aluminum, silicon, and phosphor in ZnO nanosheet has been described
by earlier published reports.
In this thesis only Al, Si, P with Zn will be considered and
geometric optimizations and electronic properties are calculated and
evaluated. At first there will be a focus on the doped structures in
ZnONSs, after a geometrical optimization of these structures is
performed to calculate the bond length, total energy, energy HOMO,
energy LUMO, binding energy and energy gap as well as some
electronic variables the calculation are performed with a GGA to
improve the existing values.
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3.4.1 Structure properties of aluminum, silicon and phosphor doped
zinc oxide nanosheet
The structural properties of doped ZnONSs have been investigated
by DFT calculations. First, a full geometry optimization has performed
then the impurities were introduced by substituting Al, Si and P atoms
into the O atoms to create the doping atom. In Figure 3.21, shown the
ground state structures of Aln-ZnO (n=1-6). The bond length between the
Al and nearest Zn is 2.12Å, it is clear that the Al-Zn is increased
compared of the Zn-O bond of the ZnONSs which is in close agreement
with the theoretical value 2.38Å[131] frequently quoted in literature. For
fully Al doped ZnONSs the bond length Al-Al is 3.29Å in ZnONSs. In
Figure 3.22, are shown Si doped ZnONSs, the bond length between the
dopant Si and its nearest Zn atom is 2.09Å[132]. Si2-Zn42O40 structure
was resulting bond length Si-Si 3.28Å. In the same way, we doped the P
atoms the relaxed structures of Pn-ZnO (n=1-6) are presented in Figure
4.3. The bond length of P-Zn in a relaxed structure is 2.10Å this value
agreed well with the theoretical value is 2.18Å[23] P-P 3.2. It is clear
that the Al-Zn, Si-Zn, P-Zn bond is censored compared to the Zn-O bond
of the pristine ZnO. From the bond lengths, it is obvious that Si atom
substitution expands the bond length with respect to the Zn-O bond of
the pristine ZnO nanosheet. The possible reasons are shown as follows:
First, as we know the different atomic radius between doping Al, Si, and
P atoms and O atom. Second, due to the electronegativity difference
between Al (1.5), P (2.1) and Si (1.9) and O (3.44), the attractive force
between Si and O is larger than between O and Zn, so the bond length
Zn-Si is larger than the Zn-O bond length.
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Figure 3.21(a-f): Optimize the structure of Aln-ZnONSs (n=1-6), the red, green,
and purple spheres refer to oxygen, zinc and the dopant Al atoms, respectively.
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Figure 3.22(a-f): Optimize the structure of Sin-ZnONSs (n= 1-6), the red, green
and yellow spheres refer to oxygen, zinc, and the dopant Si atoms, respectively.
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Figure 3.23(a-f): Optimize the structure of Pn-ZnONSs (n=1-6), the red, green,
and cyan spheres refer to oxygen, zinc and the dopant P atoms, respectively.
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The calculated first neighbour distance of the dopant atoms, d(XZn, X = Al, Si and P), are tabulated in Table 3.3.As seen from Table 3.3,
in the Al substitution case the Al–Zn bond increases for six dopant
atoms. In the Si substitution case Si–Zn bond increases by about for six
dopant atoms and about for f6r dopant atoms with respect to the pure
case. According to the present results d(X-Zn, X = Al, Si and P) is
relatively larger for Al with respect to that of Si and P. The change in
bond length with respect to the position and type of dopant is relatively
larger. Al doping results are more sensitive to the cell.
Table 3.3: The bond length (d, in Å) of Al, Si and P doped ZnO nanosheet.
C

Configurations

d(AlO)

d(SiO)

d(PO)

X1-Zn42O41

2.12

2.09

2.10

X2-Zn42O40

2.12

2.11

2.09

X3-Zn42O39

2.10

2.10

2.10

X4-Zn42O38

2.14

2.12

2.12

X5-Zn42O37

2.13

2.12

2.08

X6-Zn42O36

2.32

2.29

2.23

3.4.2 Binding energy of aluminum, silicon and phosphor doped zinc
oxide nanosheet
For the optimized structures that are doped, we have studied the
variation in binding energy of the doped systems. The binding energy
BE per dopant atoms has been calculated to evaluate their stability using
the equation (2.47).
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Binding energy per dopant atom (BE/atom) has been plotted in
Figure 3.24 (no. of Al atoms for green line, no. of Si atoms for blue line
and no. of P atoms for black line). BE gives the precise data about the
stability of the Al, Si, and P doped ZnONSs.
Hence, the BE observe a gradual increase by increasing the
number of Al and Si dopant atoms, indicating that functionalized
ZnONSs doped is more stable. While doping of single atom of P in the
center of ZnONSs found it more stable compared with dopant Al and Si
others.
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Figure 3.24: Variation of binding energy per atom of Aln-ZnONSs, Sin-ZnONSs,
and Pn-ZnONSs with a number of dopants (n=1-6).
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3.4.3 Total density of state (TDOS) and projected density of states
(PDOS) of doped ZnONSs
The TDOS and PDOS for single Al-doped ZnONSs shown in
Figure 3.25, can be seen that 3p orbit of Al atoms, the 2p orbit of a
second neighboring O atom and 3d of a nearest neighboring Zn atoms
calculated by GGA. It can be seen that lower valence band of ZnO is
aroused by the 3d orbital of Zn atoms and 3s orbital of Al atom, while
the conduction band part is mainly composed of the 3d orbitals and 4s
orbital of Zn atoms and less amount of 2p O and 3p Al respectively. The
peak of the electronic density of states appearing in -7 eV is provided by
the 3d Zn, and 2p O while the peak of the electronic density of states 3s

Density of state (states /eV)

Al orbital in -7.2eV is supplied.
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Figure 3.25: TDOS and PDOS for Al-doped ZnO nanosheet. The zero of the
energy scale lies at the Fermi energy.
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The total and projected DOS for the single Si dopant are shown in
Figure 3.26, indicating the same p-p interaction and p-d exchange
hybridization in C-doped ZnO films have been reported[26]. Further
analysis shows that the Si 3p orbitals strongly hybridize with the O 2p
orbitals and Zn 3d orbitals, the Si substitution creates the spin splitting
by the Si 3p orbitals just above the top of the valence band, so
substitutional

Si

dopant

can

induce

the

ZnO

to

n-type

semiconductor[133], indicating that they bond more weakly to the Zn
atom than O. the states of Si atom are determined by 3p orbitals and it is
near Femi energy (EF). The 3d Zn and 2p orbital of O in -7 eV appearing
the peak of the electronic density of states while the peak of the
electronic density of states is supplied -8.5eV of 3s orbital of Si.
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Figure 3.26: TDOS and PDOS for single Si doped ZnO nanosheet. The zero of
the energy scale lies at the Fermi energy.
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In Figure 3.27 TDOS and PDOS for single P atom doped ZnONSs,
it is notable that both the 3p of P and 3d Zn orbitals are located in the
Fermi energy level that there exists strong hybridization between the 3p
orbital of P and 3d orbital of Zn. The TDOS from -8 to -0eV is derived
largely from the 3d Zn, 2p O and 3s P orbitals. It shows a strong d orbital
character and comes mostly from the Zn 3d orbital. The broad
conduction bands between 0 and 4.5eV are mainly composed of 2p
orbital of O which overlaps significantly with those of 3d P orbitals near
energy Fermi, suggesting a strong interaction between them. The peak
of the electronic density of states acting in -6.5eV is provided by the 3d
Zn, and 2p O while 3s of P orbitals is supplied in -10eV.
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Figure 3.27: TDOS and PDOS for single P atom doped ZnO nanosheet. The
zero of the energy scale lies at the Fermi energy.
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3.4.4 Total Energy and Energy gap
3.4.4.1 Aluminum doped zinc oxide nanosheet
It is observed from Figure 3.28 that the total energy of Al-doped
ZnONSs was increased with increasing the number of Al atom in
ZnONSs. On the other hand, the total energy is linearly increasing due to
the total energy of Al dopant atom have larger than O atom.
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Figure 3.28: Etotal in eV for Al doped ZnO nanosheet.

Figure 3.29 shows the energies of the HOMO and LUMO in eV of
the Al-doped ZnONSs. EHOMO and ELUMO for each Al atoms dopant in
ZnONSs change due to the linear combination atomic orbitals molecular
orbital LCAO's-MO theory. Increasing the number of Al-doped in
ZnONSs leads to change both HOMO and LUMO energies. The
behavior of the energy gap (Eg) has been calculated at the GGA-PBE
level as a function of the number of Al-doped ZnONSs.
Figure 3.30 shows the order of Eg value of the Al-doped ZnONSs.
Increasing the number of Al-doped in the ZnONSs that shows the lowest
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energy gap has 0.0657eV in case four atoms of Al. This is due to the fact
that the electrons reside in the conduction band of a semiconductor and
get full saturation. As well as increasing the energy gap, this global
result indicates to obtain new electronic materials.
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Figure 3.29: HOMO and LUMO in eV for Al doped ZnO nanosheet.
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Figure 3.30: Eg in eV for Al doped ZnO nanosheet.
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3.4.4.2 Silicon doped zinc oxide nanosheet
Figure 3.31 shows that the presence of silicon atoms doped in
ZnONSs leads to a gradual increase in total energy when increased in
substitution to the Si dopant. The total energy of the silicon atom is
greater than the oxygen atom. On the other hand, it appears that the
system is stable during the phases of doping silicon atoms
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Figure 3.31: Etotal in eV for Si doped ZnO nanosheet.

Figure 3.32 illustrated the HOMO and LUMO energies of Sidoped ZnONSs. As seen, the HOMO has inversely behavior than the
LUMO. In six atoms of Si-doped ZnONSs have the higher HOMO
energy and the lower LUMO energy, but the effect of the addition of Si
atoms on HOMO is more than on LUMO. These results reflect the linear
combination of atomic orbitals in both ZnONSs and Si an atom
according to the basis sets that describe the individual components in the
structure to construct the molecular orbitals.
The result of the energy gap (Eg) as shown in figure 3.33 observed
Eg for one atom of silicon doped ZnONSs decreased while was
increasing with adding the two atoms of silicon in ZnO. Eg decreased
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from (0.076eV) for the three atoms of silicon to (0.049eV) for four
atoms of silicon, and it decreased from (0.079eV) for six atoms of
silicon. These results global gave molecular electronics important
electronic applications and help to replace some O atoms instead of Si
atoms in ZnONSs.
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Figure 3.32: HOMO and LUMO in eV for Si doped ZnO nanosheet.
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Figure 3.33: Eg in eV for Si doped ZnO nanosheet.
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3.4.4.3 Phosphor doped zinc oxide nanosheet
As a general trend from the present results, the dopant atoms
bigger total energy with increasing the numbers of P atoms replaced in
place of O atoms in ZnONSs, the total energy is linearly increasing due
to the total energy of Al dopant atom have larger than oxygen atom. as
seen in Figure 3.34.
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Figure 3.34: Etotal in eV for P doped ZnO nanosheet.

Figure 3.35 shows that HOMO and LUMO energies are affected
depending on the number of the P atoms in ZnONSs, and the presence of
the P atoms in ZnONSs leads to change the electronic states of the
structure. This change is due to construct new molecular orbitals result to
the linear combination of atoms orbitals of different atoms in the
structure.
The energy gap changes with doping of P, as seen in Figure 3.36. It
is observed that the Eg indicates an increase from the doped two and five
atoms of P-doped ZnONSs, and then decreases three after that it
increases up six atoms of P. In both cases, note a sharp descent.
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The reason for this is the results of addition dopant atoms obtain redistribution of electrons in energy levels.
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Figure 3.35: HOMO and LUMO in eV for P doped ZnO nanosheet.
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Figure 3.36: Etotal in eV for P doped ZnO nanosheet.
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3.4.5 Some Electronic Variables
Some electronic variables for aluminum, silicon and Phosphor
doped zinc oxide nanosheet. These variables are calculated by gradient
general approximation (GGA) according to the Kohn-Sham theorem.
These variables include VIP, VEA, EN and H. bond length, VIP and
VEA calculated for Al2, Si2, and P2 molecules. For the Al2 molecule the
bond length Al-Al, VIP, and VEA were 1.45Å, 9.07eV and 0.471eV,
respectively, while Si2 molecule was finding bond length, VIP and VEA
are 2.23Å, 7.55eV and 2.29eV, respectively[134-137] and P2 molecule
calculated P-P bond length, VIP, and VEA are 1.29Å, 10.465eV and
1.998eV, respectively[129] which are in agreement with reported values.
The Vertical ionization potential (VIP) is illustrated in Table 3.4; the
calculated values of VIP of the Al, Si, and P doped ZnONSs are smaller
than that of the pure ZnONSs. These results indicate that the presence of
Al, Si, and P in the middle of the ZnONSs rings gave the constructed
ZnONSs the donor or acceptor of electrons to/from surrounding media.
In the cases of Si and P observed that there is a slight stability with the
increase of doping and then get decrease in Si4-Zn42O38 and P4-Zn42O38
then returns in increase. The VIP decreases due to the fact that the Si and
P contain two and three electron in the secondary casing p, which
facilitates the loss of this electron. In the case of Al the VIP was found to
vary between 2.7096eV and 3.1408eV and take a form oscillatory. The
VIP for p higher for Al and Si this is due to the secondary casing for P is
saturated with more than that in the Al and Si.
Table (3.4) shows calculated VEA of doped ZnONSs for different
Al, Si and P atoms. The VEA for Al and P dopant increasing with
increased and takes oscillator for Si dopants that the dopant atom
depends on type, position and number dopant. The lowest value of VEA
at Al1-Zn42O41, Si3-Zn42O37 and P2-Zn42O40 due to this structures a high
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ability to acceptance electrons and becomes anions. The bigger VEA for
Al6-Zn42O36, Si4-Zn42O38 and P6-Zn42O36 structures is found to very
3.1519eV, 3.4051eV and 3.2586eV this indicates that ZnONSs is likely
to be a good electron acceptor. So it can be used in applications such as
photovoltaics as well as charge mobility and re-regulation energy.
Table 3.4: Calculated vertical ionization potential (VIP) and vertical electron
affinity (VEA) in eV for aluminum, silicon and phosphor doped zinc oxide
nanosheet.

Type of dopant
ZnONSs

Aln-ZnONSs

Sin-ZnONSs

Pn-ZnONSs

No. of

VIP(eV)

VAE(eV)

1

2.7096

2.5971

2

3.0156

2.8871

3

0.0072

2.9236

4

3.2966

3.1010

5

3.3406

3.0941

6

3.1408

3.1519

1

3.3640

3.1239

2

3.3437

3.0328

3

3.3162

2.1056

4

2.9617

3.4051

5

3.5841

2.9646

6

3.8580

2.613

1

3.7262

3.0911

2

3.8835

2.8300

3

3.8054

2.9088

4

3.5327

3.1790

5

3.9349

3.1101

6

3.9496

3.2586
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In Figure 3.37 are shown the EN of the Al, Si and P, The values
EN of Al and Si doped take an oscillating behavior. In cases Al3-Zn42O39
and Si3-Zn42O39 small values in EN due to the distance between HOMOLUMO is very small and covalent bond is very exile between Zinc and
dopant. the fact that Al, Si and P atoms have a smaller values of EN
(1.61, 1.90 and 2.19) compression with O atoms have a larger EN
(3.44eV)[130]. While the EN of P gradually increases during doping
stages as well as, the type bond length between Al-Zn, Si-Zn and P-Zn is
covalent bond. In cases of Al4-Zn42O38, Si4-Zn42O38 and P6-Zn42O36, N2Zn42O40 structures have bigger values of EN and its chemical

effectiveness is very large.
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Figure 3.37: Electronegativity in eV for Al, Si, and P doped ZnO nanosheet.
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The influences of the presence of M-doped (M= Al, Si, P) atoms
in replace of O atoms on the hardness (H) a plot of the variation of H
with number of atoms is shown in Figure 3.38. When Al3, Si4 and P4
atoms are doped, there is smaller H these results agree with small energy
gap and excitation energy. In case atoms of Al2-Zn42O40, Si6-Zn42O36 and
P2-Zn42O40 observed bigger values of H, this is due to reduce the

coherence and convergence between the atoms and thus will increase
interior spaces
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Figure 3.38: Hardness in eV for Al, Si, and P doped ZnO nanosheet.
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4 CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
4.1 Conclusion
In this study, all calculations are carried out and analysis by using the
SIESTA program based on density functional theory. SIESTA program
which is allowed standard calculation for systems with a large number of
atoms and it uses norm-conserving pseudopotentials. A study of various
modifications in ZnONSs focused by chemical doping (substitutional) of
two horizontal series of periodic table elements are B, C, N, Al, Si, and P
atoms. The structural and electronic properties have been investigated of
pure ZnONSs and the effect of substitutionally doping with a different
number of atoms in ZnONSs based on the ab-intio calculation in a detail.
The electronic properties included vertical ionization potential (VIP),
vertical electron affinity (VAE), HOMO-LUMO energies, energy gap,
electronegativity (EN), and hardness (H) for doped ZnONSs have been
calculated in this study.
From the results, one can be concluded the following

1. Good relax done for the pure ZnONSs, the geometrical parameters
bond lengths and bond angles calculated from DFT. It has been
found that B and P atom substitution expands the bond length with
respect to pristine sheets good agreement with experimental data.
2. The substitution atoms have been replaced on the oxygen site; all
the calculations have been repeated for different dopant atoms. The
binding energy per atom of B and Al atoms is more stable than other
doped.
3. The DFT calculations presented the good result of total energies of
all studied systems calculated from the summation of the total
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energies of the components for each structure. The total energy of the
ZnONSs increased with increasing number of dopant atoms.
4. The energy gap of ZnO nanosheets decreases gradually along with
dopant ions occupying O sites; these structures have different values
of energy gap depending on the number and position of the dopant
atoms in the structure of ZnONSs. Some of these structures have
conducting applications.
5. Ionization potential and vertical electron affinity for B and Al
doping and has donor level at 3.3eV. On the other hand, for the N
and P doped ZnO nanosheet has acceptor level at 4.0eV. The
electronegativity increased for N and P doped and hardness
decreased for B, C and Al doped that is shown more energetic
favorable.

4.2

Suggestions for future works

When working on a project within a limited time period one isn't able to
perform all the calculations but the presented topics in this thesis have to
a large extent been studied comprehensively. The topics which are
suggested to be considered further:
1. Study of the structural and electronic properties of ZnONSs doped
B, C, N, Al, Si, and P with replacing Zn atoms by considering
different doping locations for the same concentration of dopant and
with different widths: DFT.
2. Study of the electrical and thermal properties of the pure and
doped ZnONSs
3. Study of the optical and spectrum properties of pure and doped
ZnONSs.
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الخالصة
رظف انشسبنخ انخٕاص انٓٛكهٛخ ٔاإلنكزشَٔٛخ نطجمخ  ZnOانُبَٕٚخ انًشٕثخ ثـ ٔ N ٔ C ٔ B
ٔ P ٔ Si ٔAlرى انزحمٛك فٓٛب ػٍ طشٚك إجشاء حسبثبد َظشٚخ دانّ انكثبفخ .انٓذف يٍ ْزِ
انذساسخ ْٕ انزؼشف ػهٗ رأثٛشاد االسزجذال يٍ ٔاحذ إنٗ سذ رساد يٍ األكسج ٍٛيغ شٕائت
يخزهفخ فٔ ٙحذِ خهٛخ  ZnOانًكَٕخ يٍ  84رسح يسزضٛفخ يغ األخز ثؼ ٍٛاالػزجبس يٕالغ
انشٕائت ٔرأثٛشارٓب ػهٗ انخظبئض انٓٛكهٛخ ٔاإلنكزشَٔٛخ نطجمخ  ZnOانُبَٕٚخ ثبسزخذاو ثشَبيج
ًٚ .SIESTAكٍ انسٛطشح ػهٗ انخظبئض اإلنكزشَٔٛخ ثبنزأكٛذ انخطٕح األكثش أًْٛخ فٙ
رطٕٚش األجٓضح اإلنكزشَٔٛخ ػٍ طشٚك رُبٔل انزشٕٚت .رى رحس ٍٛجًٛغ األَظًخ لٛذ انُظش
ثبنكبيم .طٕل االطشحٔ ,صأٚخ انشاثظٔ ,انطبلخ انشثظ نكم رسِ ,انكثبفخ انكهٛخ ٔانجضٚئٛخ,
انطبلخ انكهٛخ ,انحبالد اإلنكزشَٔٛخ ,فجٕح انطبلخ ,ثؼض انًزغٛشاد اإلنكزشَٔٛخ )جٓذ انزأٍٚ
انؼًٕد٘ ) , (VIPاٜنفخ اإلنكزشَٔٛخ انؼًٕدٚخ ) ,(VAEانكٓشٔسهجٛخ )ٔ ( ENانظالثخ )(H
لذ رى حسبثٓب ٔيمبسَزٓب يغ ثؼضٓب انجؼضٔ .رج ٍٛانُزبئج أٌ اسزجذال رساد ٕٚ P ٔ Bسغ طٕل
االطشح فًٛب ٚزؼهك ثبنضَك انُم .ٙنزنكٕٚ ,ضح انزحهٛم نذانخ انكثبفخ أٌ االسزمشاس انؼبن ٙنطجمخ
 ZnOانُبَٕٚخ ًٚكٍ رحمٛمّ نكم يٍ انشٕائت رجؼب ً نحبنخ انًُٕ انًظًًخ َٕٔع انشبئجخ .إٌ
يشكجبد رساد  Al ٔ Bانز ٙرحم يحم رساد  Oأكثش اسزمشاسًا يٍ انزساد األخشٖٚ .خزهف
كم يٍ  LUMO ٔ HOMOاخزالفًب طفٛفًبْٔ ,زا ٚشٛش إنٗ أَّ ٔفمًب نهؼذدَٕ ,ع ٔانًٕلغ
انشبئجخ ف ٙانزشكٛت دٔسًا يٓ ًًب ف ٙانخظبئض اإلنكزشَٔٛخ ٔرحس ٍٛلذسح انمجٕل ثبإلنكزشَٔبد.
ٔلذ ٔجذ أٌ فجٕح انطبلخ ف ٙطجمخ انُبَٕٚخ  ZnOرزُبلض رذسٚجٛب ً يغ P ٔ Si ,Al ,N ,C ,B
ف ٙانحبالد  Si4 ٔ Al4 ,P3 ,N3 ,C2 ,B2رحزم يٕالغ  Oكًشكجبد نٓب انفجٕاد ف ٙانطبلخ
نهًٕاد يٕطم .ثبإلضبفخ إنٗ االخزالط انمٕ٘ نهًذاساد ثْ Zn ٔ N ,C ,p ٍٛزِ انُزبئج يٍ
انًحزًم أٌ ركٌٕ يفٛذح نهزطجٛمبد .أٔضحذ انُزبئج أٌ جٓذ انزأ ٍٚانؼًٕد٘ اٜنفخ اإلنكزشَٔٛخ
انؼًٕدٚخ نـ  Al ٔ Bانًشٕة نٓب يسزٕٖ يبَح ػُذ. 3.3 eVيٍ َبحٛخ أخشٖ ,اٌ ل P ٔ N
نذٓٚب يسزٕٖ يزمجم ف . 4.0 eVٙف ٙح ٍٛصادد انكٓشٔسهجٛخ نـ  P ٔ Nانشٕثخ ٔلهذ انظالثخ
نـ  Al ٔ C , Bانًشٕة انز٘ ٚظٓش أكثش حٕٚٛخ يٕارٛخ.
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